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Fromm writing a PhD-thesis I expected to learn about economics. Indeed, I have ploughed through many 

articles,, read a few essentials books, had long discussions and scribbled countless pages of formulas, that 

mostt of the times ended up on the pile of old newspapers. The difficulty was to formulate and to 
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Afterr three years I was offered a job at the CPB Netherlands Bureau of Economic Policy 

Analysis.. I accepted it with the idea that it would not keep me from finishing my thesis quickly, and with 

thee concern that the CPB might be a bureaucratic, somewhat petrified institute. On both counts I was 

deadd wrong. I was rather poor at combining activities. Besides, the CPB earned my respect, not in the 

leastt because my colleagues somehow mix independent thinking with a cooperative outlook. At and 

outsidee the CPB I have always felt a special kinship with Richard Nahuis and later also with Bas Jacobs. 

AA shared interest in economics is just one reason for that. 
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